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Highlights of the Cloud Computing 
Landscape 

What is driving the trend? 

What is cloud computing? 

•Depending on a system 
administrator to configure what you 
need will take years. 
•Free competition and diversity 
•The cloud as a utility. 

•A way to delivering efficiency 
•Accessing resources remotely 
•A way to provide value with 
computational devices 
•Extracting Services from servers 
and networks 
•Advantages of computing without 
one 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to internationally recognized enterprise architect and business strategist, Dion Hichcliffe, one of the bigger challenges IT departments will face this year is whether they can take the plunge with cloud computing quickly enough to benefit their organizations as a whole. The focus on my 2nd assignment was on cost management and how IT departments must be ready to recognize that this window for competitive advantage is open only briefly. Recognizing the benefits requires proper risk assessment because cloud computing comes with a number of challenges such as platform lock-in, reliability, performance, security, privacy, and a lot of fear; however, cloud computing offers significant economic benefits if the risks can be offset. 



Cloud Computing Economics 
Frequency of innovation More consumer-like user interface 

Pay for actual usage Lower integration costs 

Analytics included – no separate charge No/Minimal upgrade costs 

Faster time to deploy No maintenance fee increases 

No server costs No data center impact 

Infrastructure savings No database costs 

No storage costs Lower IT staffing costs 

No hardware/DB provisioning  Easier customization 

Mobile support Overall end user experience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Bruce Richardson, Chief Research Officer at AMR Research, organizations looking to implement ERP systems should consider cloud/SaaS because of the economics. His table shows a number of benefits for companies looking to take advantage of cloud computing for efficiency, cost benefit, and convenience.



Enterprise Cloud Computing 
Competency Areas 

•Ability to standardize and compare 
economic models for IT/cloud 
services. 
 

•Effective prototyping and vendor 
selection processes. 
 

•Technical ability to adopt and 
execute with cloud computing 
services.  
 

•Incorporation of cloud computing 
into strategic IT planning. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though there are clear cloud computing economies and benefits for many organizations, IT executives need to focus on cost management. Competencies are important for IT departments in order to close the gap to address the challenges of cloud computing. It starts with the ability to monetize existing on-premises costs and explore the benefits by pushing non-critical applications to the cloud.  After a cost/benefit analysis and proper risk assessment, the company needs to train their staff to acquire the skills to manage cloud computing services and analyze other strategic plans like BCP, regulatory requirements, and potential platform lock-in.



Cloud Computing Growth: An 
Operational Model 

ISP 1.0: Provided access to the 
Internet (Dial-up, ISDN, T1) 
 
ISP 2.0: Access to servers at the 
Internet access point 
 
Colo (ISP 3.0): Racks for your 
equipment at the Internet access 
point 
 
ASP (ISP 4.0): Hosted Software as 
a Service (SaaS) at the Internet 
access point 
 
Cloud (ISP 5.0): Dynamic, Internet-
optimized Infrastructure for hosting 
your applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated by Gartner, the concept of the cloud has emerged and is now gaining traction; however, it is important to understand the reason cloud computing is an Operational Model. What makes a cloud a cloud is the fact that the physical resources involved are operated to deliver abstracted IT resources on-demand, at scale, and in a multi-tenant environment. The cloud borrows much from long established technologies as well as long standing operations models and the result is ISP 5.0. ISP 5.0 is when hypervisors provide the technology behind a multi-tenant operational model. 



Problems, Solutions & Providing 
Opportunities 

Problems Solutions 

Packaged Software: Large 
early investment before any 
business benefit  

Pay-as-you-go: Low initial 
investment. Cash flows better 

match total system cost.  
Project Prioritization:  IT focuses 
on process rather than outcome. 
IT departments are responsible for 
non-critical applications. 

Outsourcing:  Outsource non-
critical applications and allow IT 
to focus on critical applications 

and outcomes. 
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Presentation Notes
According to a report by Forrester, it is important to communicate the benefits of cloud computing to a CFO by looking at problems as opportunities in disguise. Cloud Computing maybe something that IT departments sometimes avoid because they believe if cloud computing is so good and more efficient that central IT, why not bypass IT entirely? The objective is to take advantage of the opportunity architectural technological advancements create for businesses and IT needs to be there to make it happen. IT matters to a CFO when you align initiatives to help the business reach a competitive edge. 



How Cloud Computing Will Change 
Enterprise Business Systems 

•The creation of a new generation of ERP, CRM, and SCM 
 
•A new lightweight form of real-time partnerships and outsourcing with Enterprise 
Business Systems suppliers 
 
•A new awareness and leverage of the greater Internet 
 
•A reconciliation of traditional SOA with the cloud 
 
•More tolerance for innovation and experimentation from businesses 
 
•The slow-moving, dinosaur firms will have trouble keeping up more nimble adopters 
and fast-followers 
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Presentation Notes
Cloud Computing economics allow for innovative companies to create new products. In the CRM arena, cloud computing solutions have been in place for small business to larger companies. CRM add-on modules for Joomla CMS that can now be hosted on Amazon EC2 are some open source free solutions. SugarCRM is another cloud friendly open source solution. Organizations will find cloud outsourcing solutions much easier to deploy and implement; however, for companies with existing Enterprise Business Solutions, it may take a lot more time to make the change to a cloud alternative. To compete effectively in the 21st century, companies need to embrace web technologies as "serious" computing solutions that provide a competitive advantage. Existing Enterprise Business Systems providers are starting to develop cloud versions like Epicor’s version 9, an ERP provider.  Web-Oriented Architecture fits very well with cloud technologies which are heavily Web-based and it’s a natural, lightweight way of building SOA at virtually every level of the organization.  The industry landscape will be remade by cloud computing as it is one of the very few new IT developments that will be very broadly adopted in the next several years. Business users will be able to adopt many future cloud computing solutions entirely using self-service.Cloud computing will enable prototyping and market validation of new approaches much faster and less expensively that before. In the end, those too slow to adopt the benefits while managing the risk are likely going to face serious and growing economic and business disadvantage. 



ERP in the Cloud? 
Epicor True SOA™: Provides a configurable global 
ERP platform, and far-reaching functionality, we are 
redefining the enterprise application software 
experience.   

QAD On Demand: A Web-based, software as a 
service (SaaS) solution that provides a flexible 
deployment alternative for QAD Enterprise 
Applications. 

NetSuite: SuiteCloud is a comprehensive offering of 
on-demand products with the benefits of cloud 
computing. 
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Presentation Notes
While the largest enterprises may be the last to replace their financial applications and the bulk of their ERP systems with a cloud offering, it will happen, but only when the largest vendors endorse it, or companies like NetSuite and Workday are viewed as viable replacement products. Companies that have significant regulatory requirements, workforce dynamics or are looking for capital expenditure (CAPEX) savings should consider cloud computing environments. However, companies that have very staid IT environments and whose software requires significant customization should stay with on-premise software. 



CRM and Cloud Computing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to achieve the same benefits from CRM as large enterprises, small businesses can employ a cloud strategy to gain all the operational and short-term cost advantages of SaaS (Software as a Service) CRM, and additional benefits available only through the cloud; however, you should evaluate Cloud CRM the same way you would evaluate any CRM product. 



Agile SCM Cloud 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Agile SCM Cloud concept by Guruprasad B. Nagaraja represents “a set of services that provide SCM functions to any cloud user in an efficient, scalable, reliable and secure way”.  However, the idea behind a Cloud solution for Supply Chain Management requires planning and strategy. The pieces holding the Agile concept require standards that are not yet in place for this innovative concept. 



Cloud Computing: Balancing risks 
and opportunities 

 
“The promise of 
cloud computing 
is arguably 
revolutionizing the 
IT services world 
by transforming 
computing into an 
ubiquitous utility.” 

 
“…by outsourcing 
portions of 
information 
management and 
IT operations, 
enterprise 
workers will be 
free to improve 
processes, increase 
productivity and 
innovate…” 

“In an environment 
where privacy has 
become paramount 
to enterprise 
customers, 
unauthorized access 
to information in the 
cloud is a significant 
concern.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important that organizations take appropriate steps to evaluate the pros and cons of Cloud Computing. Perhaps starting out with non-critical business systems may be a good start. Major risks associated with Cloud Computing include, reliability, security, risk of lock-in to cloud platform, privacy, and others. 



Cloud Computing Essential 
Characteristics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the essential characteristics of Cloud Computing, some key business benefits include: Cost containment: Scalability without the serious financial commitments.Immediacy: Ability to provision and utilize a service in a single day. Availability: High speed access, storage, and applications.Scalability: Unconstrained capacity, increased flexibility, and scalability for evolving IT needs. Efficiency: Reallocating information management operational activities to the cloud offers business a unique opportunity to focus efforts on innovation, research, and development. Resiliency: Mirrored solutions that can be utilized in a disaster scenario as well as for load balancing. 



Cloud Computing Service Models: 
Risks and Benefits 



Cloud Computing Deployment 
Models: Risks and Benefits 



A Balancing Act 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to ISACA, while cloud computing is certainly poised to deliver many benefits, organizations should conduct business impact analyses and risk assessments to inform business leaders of potential risks to their enterprise. Risk management activities must be managed throughout the information life cycle and risks should be reassessed regularly or in the event of a change. Enterprises that have been considering the use of the cloud in their environment should calculate what cost savings the cloud can offer them and what additional risks are incurred. Once potential cost savings and risks are identified, enterprises will have a better understanding of how they can leverage cloud services. 
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